
MASTERPIECES 



 

DONG SON CULTURE (2000 BC – 200 AD) 

Par cularly in its later phase, the Dong Son Culture in the northern part 
of Vietnam shows dis nct links to the northern (South Chinese) Dan 
Culture. Best known are the bronze drums common to both cultures, 
but ceramics – above all burial objects – also bear witness to an ex-
change in arts and cra s. Figural burial objects are known from China 
as well, but in Vietnam they manifest an autonomous style and expres-
sion. 

 

HAN-VIETNAMESE PERIOD (1st – 6th century AD) 

Ever since the third century BC, Chinese rulers a empted to subject 
Vietnam and its other neighboring states as tributaries under its do-
minion. With short interrup ons, Vietnam was ruled by China from  
111 BC to 939 AD. Burial objects are the primary informants about the 
strong cultural influence. The emergence of improved firing techniques 
and glazes since the fourth century, also the use of the po er’s wheel 
show evidence of technical progress; however, the conserva ve lan-
guage of forms survives in the Han-era elements un l into the sixth 
century. 



 

HAN DYNASTY (206 BC – 220 AD)  

Wuwei in Gansu Province was the westernmost outpost of the Chinese 
empire during the Han Dynasty. Situated on the edge of the Taklama-
kan Desert, there the hot and dry climate preserved burial objects of 
tex le and wood. This roughly carved wood sculpture of a Qilin is an 
example of non-noble grave goods and was common throughout Chi-
na. The Qilin is one of the four mythological animals of China, it is con-
sidered auspicious, as burial object it should however keep evil spirits 
away. 

During the Han dynasty bronze vessels are replaced by ceramic objects 
- figures, models and vessels -, which were produced in large quan -

es. Most of the figures are not cast, but they were pressed into nega-
ve model and subsequently assembled. Very o en, you can s ll see, 

the fingerprints of the workers in the figures. This technology has exist-
ed for centuries. 



 

TANG DYNASTY (618  –  907) 

In order to guarantee the con nua on of life a er death tombs were 
provided with elaborate and rich offerings. Especially around the capi-
tal of Xian and during the Han and Tang dynas es tumuli for the ruling 
class were built. Beside luxury objects of everyday life before the actual 
grave chamber defensive guard and spirits were arranged. The figures 
are hybrid creatures, which are very likely influenced by the Indian 
Buddhist iconography. The heavy ceramic figures are covered with a 
three-colored lead glaze (sancai), which was supposed to protect 
against external influences. 



 

TANG DYNASTY (618 –  907) 

In numerous tomb objects the interna onal connec ons of the Tang 
empire are expressed. Especially in the field of culture, the influence of 
Persian aristocracy is forma ve. In Persia polo was not only a pas me 
of the nobility, but also training program for the cavalry. From there it 
spread in all direc ons, to China and Byzan um too. The dynamic inter-
preta on of these figures of horsemen has speed and movement as 
theme. 

The tecnical progress in ceramic-produc on were very big during the 
Tang period. Especially the lead glaze in its varia ons allowed not only 
a variety of design: ceramics were sealed waterproof, which resulted in 
new uses. 



 

TANG DYNASTY (618 –  907) 

Coming from India, Buddhism and its ideas were alien to the Chinese 
worldview. Only through a process of approxima on to the Daoism, it 
won acceptance. Ideas of rebirth and paradise restricted the invest-
ment of significant resources in the tomb cult. It produced images of 
the Buddhist "Pantheon", which again reflected the Chinese aris-
tocracy. During the Tang period, Buddhism was a welcomed tool for 
social reforms. 

 

In the era of emerging Buddhism, the mirror retains its func on as a 
cult object but also appears in the form of a lotus blossom, which is 
likewise a good-luck token. 



 

SONG DYNASTY (960 - 1279) 

During Song-Dynasty, when this figure was made, Mahayana Buddhism 
was already established and accepted in China. The different iconogra-
phies of the most important Bodhisa vas were determined. However, 
it could happen, that different a ributes were mixed and made mul -
ple interpreta ons possible. The way of si ng is typical for the future 
Buddha Maitreya, the lion as a mount however refer to Bodhisa va 
Wenshu / Manjusri.  



 

VIETNAM, LY-DYNASTIE (1009 – 1225), TRAN DYNASTY (1225 – 1400) 

China and Vietnam had a close rela onship with each other marked by 
extended periods of collabora on and conflicts. Their interac ons have 
started since the Thuc Dynasty (257–207 B.C.), and then Vietnam is 
subject to four periods of Chinese domina on. In history Confucianism 
and Daoism were valued among Vietnamese and also became a model 
for strengthening the ruling class’s power. Except for the cultural inter-
ac ons, there are also commercial trades between them. Vietnamese 
ceramics, which had a large export in the fi eenth century, were highly 
influenced by its Chinese counterparts. However instead of copying 
Chinese ceramic models directly, Vietnamese po ers always feel free 
to create their own styles, some of which do not have their counter-
parts in China.  
A er thirty years of con nuous civil war, a noble Vietnamese family 
came to power as the Tran Dynasty. The eleventh century was marked 
by successful defensive struggles against the Mongolian-Chinese Yuan 
Dynasty; nevertheless, Vietnam remained a tributary of China. 
The poli cal and cultural proximity was accompanied by innova ons, 
which are clearly reflected in the history of ceramics. 
Thus the cobalt blue ceramic decora on came into fashion simultane-
ously with China – which also is connected with the fact that Vietnam, 
like China, operated a thriving export trade, above all in the direc on 
for Islamic countries. 



 

SONG DYNASTY (960 – 1279), YUAN DYNASTY (1271 – 1368) 

Besides the numerous variants of glazes in the Song dynasty the cera-
mists also started with the figural decora on of ceramics. 

 

It was Genghis Khan (1162—1227) who succeeded to annex Northern 
China including today’s capital Beijing into his Mongol Empire extend-
ing across Northern and Central Asia. Under his grandsons, his empire 
was divided; one of them, Kublai Khan (1215—1294), became the 
founder and first emperor of the Yuan Dynasty in 1271. Close economic 
coopera on with his brother Hulagu (1218—1265), ruler of the Ilkhan-
ate of Persia, today’s Iran, led to a flourishing import and export trade 
between the two countries and a dominant posi on of Muslim mer-
chants in Chinese trade. 

Throughout this century, China exported large quan es of ceramics 
by land and sea to places as far as Africa. In the Yuan Period, technical 
developments brought about a peak in ceramic quality, although the 
earliest blue-and-white decorated porcelains are not dated before 
1320. These earliest blue-and-white porcelains were made in Canton
(Guangzhou). These ar cles with blue pain ng were mainly produced 
for exporta on to the Islamic countries, as were the large and deep 
bowls with green glazing. Most Chinese porcelains were exported back 
into the country of origin of the decora ve color: Persia. The spreading 
of Persian ea ng habits to Western Asia was followed by an increased 
export of blue-and-white wares from China. The large bowl from the 
MAK collec on is an excellent example of the fusion of Persian decora-

on and Chinese mo fs. In the midst of a dense decora ve tangle of 
peony tendrils two long-feathered birds are flying toward one another. 
They could be described as phoenixes, birds from Chinese mythology. 
Comparison with Persian ceramics, however, shows that this mo f was 
popular in Persia in the Mongol era already and, at the same me, 
graced ceramics in Sultanabad (today: Arak, Iran). The reinterpreta on 
of the pheasant into a phoenix and of the foliage into lotus tendrils can 
be considered as an instance of the mixing of Persian and Chinese tra-
di ons, which is typical for the Yuan Period. 

Persian cobalt blue – also called Muslim blue because of its countries 
of origin – contains a rela vely high share of oxygenic magnesium, 
which may cause dark stains in the color in the firing.  



 

YUAN DYNASTY (1271 – 1368), MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

CELADON 

The green-glazed stoneware – called celadon in Europe a er the char-
acter Celadon in a French pastoral novel, who always wears clothing of 
a delicate bluish-green – is a momentous crea on of the northern Song 
Dynasty. Song celadon ceramics mainly come from Yaozhou, Ruzhou 
and Longquan. It primarily concerns grey stoneware with a transparent 
feldspar glaze, which manifests greenish-blue to olive-colored tones. 
This silky glaze is frequently the only decora ve element. But it was 
also customary to engrave or impress ornamenta on into the as yet 
unglazed, baked ceramic material – the glaze then flowed thickly into 
or over the pa ern. Items of the highest quality also landed in Korea 
during the Song Dynasty and served there as an impulse for high class 
glazed ceramics. When the crea vity of the Koreans reached its apex in 
the first half of the twel h century, the Chinese influence there faded 
and disappeared. 

MEIPING– “Plum-branch vase” 

This type of slender, high-shouldered vase with a rela vely small open-
ing developed in China during the Song Dynasty (960–1279). The cherry
-plum tree is the first to bloom. Branches are arranged at-home as her-
alds to the approaching spring. The vases themselves are usually deco-
rated with floral mo fs. This ancient custom is s ll alive in East and 
Southeast Asia, and the same vase form is used.  

LOTUS 

The sweeping success of blue-and-white ceramics also is the triumph of 
the lotus tendril which has special significance in decora ve pain ng. 
Originally symbolizing the purity of Buddha,  it was, from the Song Peri-
od, transformed into a generic symbol of good luck which thus could 
also meet with acceptance in non-Buddhist cultures. In large areas of 
Asia, it was, and s ll is, considered as a symbol of love and faithfulness. 
Entwining and meandering lotus tendrils par cularly lend themselves 
for non-figura ve decora on; hence, they were frequently used on 
ceramics exported to Islamic countries where they were also imitated. 
On u lity ceramics and wall les of the 16th and  17th centuries, they 
some mes appear interwoven with decora ve surface pa erns as 
were developed in the court workshops  of Persia and the O oman 
Empire. 



 

CELADON IN KOREA 

The Goryeo Period (918–1392) was spent both poli cally and economi-
cally under the great influence of China. During the almost contempo-
raneous Chinese Song Dynasty (960–1279) an impulse arose to develop 
an independent ceramic style, expressed at first in Korean celadon 
glaze, later in porcelain. This glaze – the typical green colour is created 
during firing by the reduc on of iron oxide in the feldspar glaze – can 
be applied in various thicknesses, producing transparent or completely 
opaque thick glazes. In Korea the glazes were applied thinner than in 
China, allowing the grey stoneware to shine through, intensifying the 
olive-green nuance. 

 

Melon-formed wine jugs were evidently very popular in the eleventh 
and twel h centuries and tes fy to the sophis cated taste of the Kore-
an aristocracy. Lotus blossoms are incised on each of the ten ribs. 



 

MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

This simple form of colored ceramic design was developed during the 
Tang Period. Lead glazes made ceramics more durable and waterproof, 
which is of the greatest significance for architectural ceramics. Figural 
grave goods were also covered with the three-color glaze. Both tradi-

ons have been con nued up to the present day. 

The “imperfect” glaze is o en in contrast to the three-dimensional ren-
di on. In the fi eenth and sixteenth centuries u lity objects were also 
produced with sancai glazes, o en for export to south-east Asian coun-
tries. 

Like this figure of a Bodhisa va ceramic decora ons of temples are 
donated by believers. 

 



 

MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

This type of the folding tabletop with separate folding 
frame (missing here) is characteris cally func onal, reflec ng 
the expensive stowing space in ships. Only few 
examples exist today. However, archive material verifies 
that similar tables circulated throughout Europe as royal 
gi s. The table top in the MAK was once in Archduke Ferdinand 
II’s (1529–1595) library in Ambras Castle. In the 
inventory of his estate of 1596 it is stated: “Ain 
Indianisch schbladt vom cardinal.” (an Indian table leaf 
from the cardinal). The rare designa on of origin points 
to Cardinal Albrecht, Archduke of Austria, who as Viceroy 
of Portugal (1583–1593) might have sent the table top to 
Innsbruck as a mark of gra tude for “the German Army” 
being sent to Spain to assert the claims of Philip II’s successors 
in Portugal. 
The exact place of origin is s ll unsure, but must lie in a 
Portuguese base between Cochin and the Ryu-Kyu islands. 
Formal criteria of style and technique are of li le 
use in determining the extremely hybrid object as in 
this region there was a commingling of ideas from Indian, 
Chinese, South-east Asian and European ar sts and their 
clients. The ornaments show both European and Chinese elements. 



 

MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

Luxury utensils covered and finished with lacquer gained from resin 
have been found in tombs ever since the third century B.C.  

Since then, numerous variants of lacquer decora on were developed, 
above all on bowls, lidded boxes and caskets. The cut lacquer techni-
que reached a peak in the Late Yuan and Early Ming Period, also becau-
se the Yongle Emperor (1402–1424) ordered an imperial lacquer facto-
ry to be set up in Beijing. 

This two door cabinet with da ng 12th Year of the Wanli period (1573-
1619) (= 1585) is decorated with dragons with five claws. This icono-
graphy as well as the delicacy of this masterpiece guarantee that it was 
made fort he personal use o  he emperor himself. 



 

MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

OTTOMAN EMPIRE 

Under Suleiman the Magnificent (1495–1566), the O oman Empire 
reached its zenith, poli cally and in the arts. In par cular, the recon-
struc on of Constan nople with extensive building projects led to a 
rising demand for quality building ceramics, which entailed the expan-
sion of the ceramic manufactories of Iznik. While the cra smen mostly 
were Armenians, the designs were provided by Persian and Turkish 
court painters. From about 1510, u lity ceramics with blue-and-white 
decora on were produced; within shortly, direct influences of Chinese 
porcelain making became evident, frequently to the point of detailed 
ornamental copies. 

The design of the blue bowl from the MAK Collec on, dated about 
1540, is a ributed to the school of the important illuminator and head 
of the court workshops Kara Memi (working 1545–1566) to whom the 
development of a new naturalist style is owed. While the bowl exhibit-
ed is clearly in Persian-Turkish style, the mo f represented s ll is remi-
niscent of Chinese “flower and bird pain ng”. 

PERSIA / IRAN 

The difficult poli cal situa on in China at the end of the Ming Dynasty 
(un l 1644) also had influences on the export markets of blue-and-
white porcelain. Unsafe sea trade led to the reac va on of old over-
land trade routes through Persia and the O oman Empire. Under Ab-
bas II of Persia (1642–1666), the Safavid Empire was once more stabi-
lized, a development considerably supported by close trade contacts 
with England and Holland. Merchants from all over the world made the 
capital city of Isfahan the most important center of commerce in Iran. 
Chinese traders sold porcelain which was then imitated in domes c 
ceramic industry centers such as Mashhad, Kerman, Yazd, or Tabriz. 
The interrup on of Chinese trade from 1659 caused an upswing of the 
Persian produc on of blue-and-white porcelain. In quality, it was equal 
to ware of Chinese making, although characteris cs widely differed 
depending on where they had been made.  



 

MING DYNASTY (1368 - 1644) 

The Xiniu is one of the rhinoceroses of Chinese mythology. The Xiniu 
uses its horn to communicate with the visible heavens; it dips its horn 
into water in which the stars are reflected; it li s its head up to the sky 
to look at the moon. This theme is eminently suitable for a mirror 
stand – the mirror would then correspond to the moon. 

In the imperial manufactories and academies objects were created 
with high ar s c standards, while in a large number of approved pri-
vate workshops less classy objects were produced. The representa ve 
arts used a language based on a high grade of accuracy, while most 
private studios and workshops that also exported to neighboring coun-
tries, cul vated a more open style, wherein capturing the idea seemed 
to be to the fore. 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 — 1912) 

In China history and art have a very long tradi on without interrup on. 
Even if dynas es change - the repea ng ancient forms and ornaments 
symbolize con nuity. Especially foreign dynas es like the Manchu Qing 
(1644— 1912) extensively use this eclec cism to underline its claim to 
power. 

This covered vessel in archaic form (gui) was used for vo ve food 
offerings. The yellow glaze indicates usage by the imperial court, the 
wooden cover is decorated with archaicising mo fs. 

The form of this unique vase with so-called ancient bronze glaze (gu 
tong cai) and with base mark of the Qianlong period in engraved and 
gilt seal scriptcorresponds to a “gu” of the Shang period, a vase-shaped 
cul c utensil. Technically and ar s cally a masterpiece, surely meant 
for the imperial collec on – the gilt period mark corroborates this. 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

Not only the technique marks the uniqueness of this piece – the cov-
ered vase was cut out of a single nephrit-stone – but also the dense, 
rather flurried decora on. It shows five-clawed dragons in thick clouds 
hun ng the burning pearl. The piece was surely intended for the impe-
rial court. 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

Figures of elephants made from various media were found in halls and 
throne rooms throughout the Imperial palaces. They are associated 
with strength, wisdom and long-life. They are considered guardians of 
honour and were symbols of peace and good harvests. Ornately embel-
lished the imagery of an elephant suppor ng a vase on its back forms 
the auspicious rebus, Taiping Jingxian. 'Xiang' is elephant in English, it 
shares a same sound with 'auspicious' in Chinese; therefore, it symboli-
zes auspiciousness. 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

SANG DE BOEUF GLAZE 

Of all the monochrome glazes the so called “ox blood” – sang de boeuf 
– glaze is technically the one most difficult to master. Iron oxide     
powder is strewn on the object to be glazed; besides the applica on of 
the glaze, the firing is of great importance for surface regularity. 

Porcelain items with sang de boeuf glaze were produced in the imperi-
al manufactory in Jingdezhen and are among the outstanding products 
of the Kangxi Dynasty (1662–1722). 

PEACH BLOOM GLAZE 

This collector’s term is used for a specific group of porcelain objects 
with glazes coloured irregularly in parts from red to green like a peach. 
Such costly items were primarily intended for the imperial court and 
combined with other precious materials such as jade, lacquer  and  
ivory. 

HORN 

Rhinoceros horn was a ributed with magical proper es and powers 
already in Daoist wri ngs of the fourth century. Drinking beakers of 
horn had been made since the Tang Period and were also used as gi s 
and tokens of respect. Rhinoceros horn beakers were very popular in 
Europe too, which is why far more beakers have been preserved in 
European collec ons than in China. Exact da ng is difficult even today; 
it is assumed that the majority of these valuable objects was made 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

 



 
QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

LIGHT SCREEN 
With their func on of preven ng direct light radia on, light screens 
are among the chief requisites of the wri ng desk. 
This thin jade disc fashioned “in picturesque technique” shows the 
scholar in his hermitage, but also alludes in color and scenic composi-

on to historical bronze mirrors. 
 
CANNIKIN IN THE FORM OF A PEACH 
This li le receptacle for wine in the form of a peach, the symbol of long 
life, has its outlet for pouring out plum wine on the underside. A li le 
tube leads from this opening into the inside of the vessel. If you turn 
the cannikin upside down quickly a er filling it, the wine cannot ooze 
out. 
 
BOWLS 
Perfect form and coloring are clear signs that these two porcelain  
bowls with „delicate yellow glaze” were made for the imperial court. 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

YINGCAI/GREEN FAMILY/ FAMILLE VERTE 

In the second half of the fi eenth century the imperial factories began 
to experiment with overglaze decora on. At the start, this involved 
adding very few enamel colours onto the underglaze decora on. 

Eventually, around 1600, the founda on for a lively and colourful form 
of porcelain pain ng was laid, which first reached its peak in the 
eighteenth century. 

The term "green family"  (famille verte) is a European collectors‘ 
descrip on of Chinese porcelain, within its decora on the green color 
prevails. There are consistently quality pain ngs, many ar sts  actually 
came from the Imperial Academy to Jingdezhen.  In China“ famille ver-
te“ porcelain is called "Yingcai" (strong color). 



 

QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 
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QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 
 
Chinese globes are very rare, they only exist in collec ons in Beijing, 
London and Vienna. They are evidence of Western scien fic tradi on 
at the court of the Chinese emperor. The globe at the MAK shows the 
con nents and countries in enamel on a silver sphere. Noteworthy is 
the inverted North-South orienta on. 
The Austrian legate A. von Rosthorn purchased this globe from an an-

que dealer in Beijing in 1902. It is supposed to have derived from the 
imperial palace. 



 
QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 
 
EUROPE IN THE 18TH CENTURY 

An affluence of imports and domes c produc on made goods from far-
away countries less a rarity and more a symbol of a new awareness of 
life. The craze for “Chinoiseries” comprised architecture, interior de-
sign, fashion, and ornamenta on decora on. Rooms were decorated 
with porcelain ornaments, Chinese porcelain was remodeled into ta-
bled decora ons with precious metal moun ngs.                                 
Depending on what buyers could afford, en re ensembles especially 
made up for the European market were available for purchase in large 
auc ons or with  merchants in the big ci es. 

The most impressive of these collec ons presumably was the Japanese 
Palace of Augustus II the Strong, Elector of Saxony, who used to call 
himself “sick for porcelain”.                                                                         
The new established porcelain manufactories in Europe – Meissen 
from 1708, Du Paquier in Vienna from 1718 – first relied on Asian ce-
ramics as models, which made it possible to copy porcelains and com-
bine them into en re Chinese-decorated services.                                    
In the 18th century, colorful decora ons were preferred both in China 
and in Europe. One excep on was the successful “onion pa ern”, a 
free interpreta on of Chinese blue-and-white porcelain which, in sev-
eral variants, s ll is produced today. 



 
QING DYNASTY (1644 - 1912) 

Without doubt this chess is one of the high-quality sets made for 
export in large numbers in Canton in the late 19th century. Coloring 
the „black“ figures red is the norm for Chinese games. Furthermore, 
the white king is iden fied with the Chinese emperor; this figure is also 
somewhat larger than the red king, who represents a foreign ruler in 
fanciful a re. The backgammon board is placed within the folding 
chessboard. 
It is said, that this chess was ordered by the Austrian Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
ART OF THE SAMURAI 

If we look for uniqueness in the Japanese arts and cra s there are rep-
resenta ve objects of the warrior class, the Samurai. Around the 
unique sword-making a circle of complementary cra smen was 
formed, who worked for both the military nobility and later the urban 
bourgeoisie. Precious and inherited over genera ons blades are at the 
heart of representa onal art, gold lacquer pain ngs from the earliest 

mes stand for Japanese luxury goods. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
KOREA AND JAPAN 

The Korean po er I Sam-pyeong (Japanese Ri Sampei: d. 1655) discov-
ered deposits of kaolin near Arita and became the “father of Japanese 
porcelain”, which from 1616 onwards was manufactured on the island 
of Kyushu, the nearest one to Korea. The Korean ceramists provided 
not only the technique but also their repertoire of forms. 

This bo le; dated before 1650,  s ll displays the Korean form, before 
European taste and the produc on of export porcelain began to domi-
nate the market around the middle of the century. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
LUXURY GOODS MADE IN JAPAN 

From the 17th Century, Japan became a world wide sought-a er pro-
ducer in luxury goods. The finesse of Japanese lacquer work was es -
mated to the sovereign courts of Asia and Europe, gold decorated 
porcelains competed against Chinese export ware. 

 
JAPANESE CASKETS FOR THE WEST 
(top)  
The front of this cabinet chest could be locked and folded down as a 
wri ng desk, and is also designed to lock the drawers behind it. It is a 
typical piece of such compact furniture as served travellers and se-
afarers for keeping their wri ng utensils and small personal things in. 
Lacquered objects of this kind were made in great quan es for export 
between c. 1580 and 1630. In contrast to the lacquerwork for personal 
usage, Namban lacquers show excep onally large-scale decora on. 
Hence this reasonably priced variant of Japanese lacquerwork became 
a u lity item that was exported all over the world. 
 
(bo om le ) 
The lacquered cabinet is an example of the change in taste in Europe in 
the 17th century. Lacquered items were no longer ordered in the spe-
cific export style; the “na ve” taste—gold lacquer pain ng on black 
ground— came to adorn living rooms. Lacquered furniture grew in size 
un l 1700. The base and edge moulding of this box s ll shows Namban 
style ornamenta on, while the surfaces are already decorated in a 
painterly manner with the mo f “pavilion in the landscape”. 
 
(bo om right) 
This casket is one of four objects from a group of luxury objects made 
over years of work for European clients. It is assumed that the pendant 
of the Vienna box, the Chiddingston box, was a special gi  for the Mug-
hal ruler. The form follows Dutch models from pre-1600, the decora -
on displays all the refinements of the Japanese art of lacquering.     
Remarkable features are the carvings in Chinese style, the figure of a 
Samurai in European a tude; also the fine gold pain ng in the style of 
the courtly Kano School. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
IMPORT-EXPORT 

Japanese luxury goods were not only exported to the West, vice versa 
European works were even highly appreciated in Japan. Both the East 
India Company and Chinese merchants were middlemen of consumer 
and luxury goods. Works in the European style were produced for both 
the intern market and for export. 



EDO PERIOD (1603-1868) 

CHAWAN 

The strictly formal tea ceremony has become a typical Japanese herit-
age even if the impetus came from China and Korea. Of great im-
portance were Korean bowls: originally used for food (par cularly rice), 
such bowls’ structured glazes and simple forms – done in keeping with 
the principle of wabi (hidden beauty) – led to their eventual use in the 
tea ceremony.  Beyond being simple items of use, the chawan were 
made into sculptural works of art whose designs best expressed the 
cul vated rela onship people had with the object. No one bowl match-
es another; each one is special and is treated like a personal treasure. 

 

RAKU 

In the second half of the sixteenth century, Tanaka Chojiro  
(1516–92) first began to form tea bowls by hand. He was originally 
from Korea, the son of a brickmaker, and had never learned to work on 
a po er’s wheel. A er forming them by hand he fired bowls at a low 
temperature (approx. 900–1000°C), which would only become liquid-
proof with the aid of glazing and so be suitable as drinking receptacles. 
Instructed by the tea master Sen no Rikyu (1522–1591), Chojiro formed 
tea bowls that were treasured through-out Japan and became famous 
as raku tea bowls.  

The potentate Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537–1598) bequeathed the desig-
na on raku (= joy, ease) to Tanaka Chojiro’s family around 1588 as 
“brand name” in the form of a seal; he greatly admired this technique, 
its simplicity and sobriety of forms. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
In the 17th century around Arita workshops and manufactories came 
into being, which manufactured porcelain in various shapes and de-
cors. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
KAKIEMON 

Sakaida Kizaemon (1615—1653) called Kakiemon, founded already in 
1650 his factory, and decorated the porcelains with only a few colors 
with Chinese mo fs. From 1680 first pieces came to Europe and were 
soon in great demand. The "Chinese with a parasol" was a popular mo-

f of chinoiserie decora on. 

For the decora on of early Meissen porcelain Kakiemon-mo fs were 
very popular.  



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
HATSUNE – LACQUER BOX 

Richly designed bridal equipment consisted of more than 70 parts, 
which were for cosme cs, poetry, ceremonies and games use. The 
themes for the decora on of these precious objects were taken from 
the Hatsune chapter of the Genji Monogatari. Pain ng and characters 
are ar ully interwoven, fusion of text and image achieved in these lac-
quer works from around 1650  its strongest forming. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
IMARI 

Not far from Arita is the port city Imari, from where the porcelain was 
shipped to Nagasaki and further was transported by the East India 
Companie to Europe. 

The term "Imari porcelain" is mainly used for porcelain decorated in 
cobalt blue under the glaze and red and gold on the glaze. Especially 
the gold decora on was very popular in Europe, it made Japanese 
porcelain to major compe tors of Chinese ware. 



 
EDO PERIOD (1603 - 1868) 
 
In the late 17th century around Arita workshops and manufactories 
came into being, which manufactured porcelain in various shapes and 
decors. 



 
MEIJI PERIOD (1868 - 1912) 
 
Summer 1885 in Nuremberg the "Interna onal Metal Goods Exhibi-

on" was organized and the Japanese enamel industry was represent-
ed by almost a thousand objects. Many museums in Europe took the 
opportunity to expand their East Asian collec ons. Praised are the ex-
tremely fine works and, above all, the painterly effects. 
The objects acquired by this museum are not signed, however, they 
can not be ascribed to prominent ar sts on the basis of documents and 
very similar pieces. 

NAMIKAWA YASUYUKI (1845-1927)  

From the early 1870s Namikawa Yasuyuki maintained his own cloison-
né workshop in Kyoto. Around 1880, he started a technical coopera on 
with the German chemist Go ried Wagener, a great supporter of the 
cloisonné arts in Japan. Together they developed a mul layered struc-
ture of enamel pain ng, which showed more contrast and was deeper. 
1887 Namikawa Yasuyuki was awarded at the World Exhibi on in Paris 
with a gold medal in 1896 he was appointed "Imperial ar san". 
The equally fine counterpart to this vase is in the Khalili Collec on. 

 



 
MEIJI PERIOD (1868 - 1912) 
 
VIENNA WORLD FAIR 1873  

Par cipa on in the Vienna World Fair in 1873 was prepared carefully 
by the Japanese side. The German mathema cian and chemist 
Go ried Wagener (1831-1892), an expert and innovator of the Japa-
nese Ceramic and Enamel industries, was the senior advisor 
the Exhibi on Commi ee and advised that in the exhibited products 
are not pandering to Western tastes. Some of the best cra smen were 
invited to the exhibi on. Technically and thema cally the works on 
display were close to the taste of the Edo period, however searching 
for new func on and form started. 
The Japanese lacquer industry suffered most from the end of the feu-
dal era. Although they worked for centuries for worldwide export and 
the high quality and a rac ve designs of lacquer pain ng was es mat-
ed. exports could no longer save the lost Japanese market. For the Vi-
enna World Exhibi on objects were selected to demonstrate the differ-
ent techniques and the high standard. Already new uses were consid-
ered, such as pain ngs, gloves- and cigar box. 

TAISHIN IKEDA  (1825-1903) 

As a student and friend of Shibata Zeshin (1807— 1891), the great  
innovator of Japanese lacquer art, Taishin Ikeda belonged to the  
school of lacquer pain ng, which combined new forms and techniques 
with tradi onal cra smanship. This was seen as a way to gain an auto-
nomous art-language beside westerniza on. At the Vienna World Fair 
1873 Taishin Ikeda was represented by several objects, as a result he 
was officially commissioned for interna onal exhibi ons o en. As a 
member of the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts and the imperial house-
hold, he obtained the greatest honors an ar st could reach. 



 
MEIJI PERIOD (1868 - 1912) 
 
VIENNA WORLD FAIR 1873  

KAWAMOTO MASUKICHI  

Since the 1850s Kawamoto Masukichi (1831-1907) was a leading ar st 
in the factories in Seto producing export ceramics, first for America and 
later for Europe. 
His bravura emerged in official orders by the Japanese government for 
large exhibi ons in and outside of Japan. The "Fuji-plate" for the Vien-
na World Fair 1873 was the first representa ve of these objects. Espe-
cially the painterly style is remarkable, adding the Western idea of 
space to Hokusai’s tradi onal theme. 



 
MEIJI PERIOD (1868 - 1912) 
 
SHIBATA ZESHIN (1807-1891)  

Shibata Zeshin belonged to that genera on of ar sts who were be-
tween the influence of Western art and the renewal of the Japanese 
tradi on. Trained as a lacquer painter, he ed up to the Rimpa school. 
His composi ons show a balance between emp ness and fullness, his 
woodcuts and lacquer pain ngs had great influence on the European 
art. 

MIYAGAWA (MAKUZU) KOZAN (1842–1916)  

Miyagawa (Makuzu) Kozan was appointed ar st to the Japanese Impe-
rial household and was one of the greatest po ers of the Meiji Era. He 
came from a long line of po ers based in Kyoto and took over the   
family business in 1860, at the age of nineteen. In 1870 he opened a 
workshop in Yokohama and seems to have arrived at his ar s c height 
during the 1880’s. Pieces signed „Makuzu Kozan" in various hands 
seem to have been made right up un l the first decades of the 20th 
century. 



 
MEIJI PERIOD (1868 - 1912) 
 
A er the success at the World Fair in Vienna the Japanese government 
and industry encouraged  ar sts to par cipate in other exhibi ons and 
compe ons in Europe and America. That way many objects came into 
Western collec ons and the shops of European dealers. The museum 
acquired art objects at the following interna onal exhibi ons, such as 
this vase in Glasgow 1901. 


